The African Parliamentarian Network Against corruption says the Anti Corruption Commission should come out in the open on why they have only re-opened the case involving Geoffrey Bwalya Mwamba and left out Justice Minister Wynter Kabimba who was also under probe.

APNAC chairperson Cornelius Mweetwa said the ACC should tell the nation why Kabimba had been spared from investigations since the duo was cleared at the same time.

"As APNAC we want the ACC to come out clean on what they meant that the GBM and Wynter Kabimba had been cleared. What did they mean when they said Kabimba and GBM had been cleared? Now GBM is being probed alone and Kabimba has been let scot free," he said.

"We need our law enforcement agencies to examine their conscious in their line of duty and tell us if their operations are usually politically instigated."

Mweetwa said the ACC should confirm whether the earlier charges were dropped on political instructions or not.

"As APNAC we want the ACC to come out clean on what they meant that the GBM and Wynter Kabimba had been cleared. What did they mean when they said Kabimba and GBM had been cleared? Now GBM is being probed alone and Kabimba has been let scot free," he said.

"We need our law enforcement agencies to examine their conscious in their line of duty and tell us if their operations are usually politically instigated."
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Ailing dictator Michael Sata controls and uses the ACC, DEC, Zambia Police and other security wings for selfish reasons. He uses them to perpetuate his evil regime. He also wants to manipulate the judiciary and parliament.

People like GBM, who always praised the dictator, will continue suffering because they helped a person who doesn’t believe in democracy to become a president.

We need a people-driven constitution in order to eliminate Sata’s despotic rule.